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Abstract The issues and challenges involved in controlling the collaborative changes in a Building Information
Modeling (BIM) data repository, in a multi-model
collaboration environment, are discussed. It is suggested
that managing iterative changes in BIMs is a database
problem, exacerbated by the long transaction times needed
to support collaborative design progression. This is yet to
be resolved in the construction industry and better
solutions are needed to support the underlying workﬂows
and computing operations for seamless collaboration on
BIMs. With this in mind, this paper proposes the use of the
structural and semantic characteristics of BIM objects as a
mechanism for tracking changes across co-developed
solutions. The creation of object signatures, using hash
codes derived from their characteristics, provides a
potential mechanism for object comparison and effective
change recognition and management.
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1

Introduction

Collaboration on Building Information Models (BIMs) is
currently undertaken through ﬁle based exchanges, using a
variety of methods, such as physical ﬁle transfer, extranets,
project websites and proprietary collaboration tools
(Isikdag et al., 2007; Shaﬁq et al., 2012). The requirements
for BIM enabled collaboration which requires concurrent
design, are currently hindered by this reliance on the
existing ﬁle based tools (Shaﬁq et al., 2012), which have a
number of limitations (Adachi, 2001; Hietanen, 2002;
Kiviniemi et al., 2005a, b; Beetz et al., 2010), for example:
 differences in the internal storage structure of BIM
authoring platforms make it difﬁcult to maintain the
integrity of information in models when shared between
applications. Even if the exchanges are in a platform
neutral ﬁle format, such as Industry Foundation Classes
(IFC), native BIM authoring applications leave application
imprints on the data. Moreover, the addition or loss of data
during an IFC export, may result in models becoming less
interpretable once imported into other applications;
 redundant data may occur in different versions in ﬁlebased model exchanges leading to data duplication and
rework. For example, it may be necessary for internal walls
to live both in the Architects model as well as the structural
engineers model;
 as the information content grows within a BIM, its size
signiﬁcantly increases, which results in it becoming
difﬁcult to transfer through a ﬁle exchange mechanism;
 in many cases, only a partial view of the model is
required to be exchanged or viewed due to data ownership
and liability issues, which is difﬁcult to manage through
ﬁle-based exchange;
 versioning of individual objects within a BIM is not
possible in ad hoc ﬁle based model exchanges; and
 controlling user rights, ownership and responsibility of
the model’s contents becomes compromised in ﬁle-based
information exchange.
Given the above limitations, the use of ﬁle-based
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exchanges of data are not viable as a long-term solution to
collaboration on BIMs. Database level transactions have
potential for achieving more sophisticated collaboration,
but the practical realization and the technology to facilitate
such transactions remain unsolved (Shaﬁq et al., 2012). In
addressing this issue, the concept of model servers has
been identiﬁed as having potential to improve the workﬂow and stimulate collaboration on BIMs. However,
research has been limited to date in this fertile and
emergent area. With this in mind, this paper provides a
commentary on the research undertaken to date, speciﬁcally identifying problem areas, and proposing a way
forward to a support increasingly sophisticated collaboration on BIMs.

2

Model server

The technology that can support database level exchanges
is generally referred to as ‘model servers’, which can
exploit and reuse information directly from a shared model
repository and facilitate collaboration among any number
of participants. Plume and Mitchell (2007) and Jørgensen
et al. (2008) deﬁne model servers as a type of database
system that allow upload, download, sharing and coordination (e.g., model comparison, and model checking) of
models or components by multiple users. Attempts to
develop model servers for the construction industry started
alongside the development of Industry Foundation Class
(IFC) schema (Adachi, 2001; 2002). The IFC schema is
independent from the mechanisms or tools used to generate
data; its focus is to represent the core data of building
components as object models. Thus, for database level
transactions, the complete ‘IFC data model’ can be used to
underpin a ‘model server’, which has been referred to as an
‘IFC model server’ (Adachi, 2002; Hietanen, 2002). The
architecture of an IFC model server is presented in Fig. 1.
A BIM hosting model server is expected to facilitate the
exchange of information between the applications used
throughout a project’s lifecycle (e.g., design tools, analysis
tools, document management systems, facility management tools) (Singh et al., 2011). The potential of ‘model
servers’ coupled with web based technologies for
effectively enabling information to be shared in a
collaborative environment has been demonstrated (e.g.,
Kiviniemi et al., 2005; Jørgensen et al., 2008; Beetz et al.,
2010). A considerable amount of research has been
undertaken to develop model server capabilities through
the use of the Standard for the Exchange of Products
(STEP), IFC, as well as proprietary data formats, resulting
in products such as IMSvr, SABLE, Express Data Manager
(EDM), Share a Space, Activefacility and BIMserver
(Adachi, 2002; Beetz et al., 2010; Shaﬁq et al., 2012). A
platform independent model server should allow different
discipline BIM applications to exchange data using IFC
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and provide collaboration functionalities to enable a model
to be uploaded/downloaded, viewed, split, merged, and
compared. However, the collaboration workﬂows during
model server transactions result in the creation of complex
data structures, the management of which has several
unresolved challenges, therefore limiting the practical
application for end users (Kiviniemi et al., 2005; Koch and
Firmenich, 2011).
Model servers are the backbone technology that can
enable the realization of effective collaboration on BIMs,
though they are still not technically mature. Consequently,
there has been a tendency for them to be used within
experimental and academic environments, due to a number
of latent ‘pitfalls’ which include (Kiviniemi et al., 2005;
Kiviniemi, 2006; Jørgensen et al., 2008; Hjelseth and
Nisbet, 2010; Singh et al., 2011):
 transactions on model data repositories (e.g. upload or
download models) are typically made via the Internet, and
thus as the size of models issued increases, performance
problems arise particularly in large scale projects;
 data locking for ‘check-out’ or ‘check-in’ procedures
is a critical model server function required to control
concurrent access and repository update operations.
However, it imposes serious limitations on the modeling
process, creates bottlenecks for different disciplines, and
therefore adversely impacts productivity;
 restrictions on access rights and work permissions are
necessary to maintain ownership and liability; while there
is adequate provision to support this at the model level, at
the object level of a model, however, there exists no
standardized methods to facilitate and transfer such
controls. Moreover, users’ roles are not static, but switch
with changing responsibilities in accordance with different
stages of a project. In large scale projects, the roles and
responsibilities are not only complex but often overlap.
Thus, it becomes difﬁcult to control user rights, access
permissions, model data ownership and responsibility in
large scale model collaboration environments;
 the quality of IFC export and import in BIM tools is
inconsistent, which renders it difﬁcult to interpret data
consistently in a shared repository, particularly if it is
generated from heterogeneous applications.
 the user interfaces of existing model servers are
complex and confusing for the majority of users in a
project. Invariably users are used to working with a
number of Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools that vary
depending on each discipline’s preference and patterns of
usage. The user interfaces of existing model server
solutions are static and non-intuitive, which imposes yet
another learning curve in order to use and adopt model
server enabled collaboration systems.
 in model collaboration workﬂows, the change
management of evolving content becomes very complex
as a result of iterative changes and the creation of duplicate
objects when concurrent modeling is undertaken. Fre-
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quently, the same object is created or used in multiple
discipline models that exist on the shared data repository
and subsequently need to be reintegrated to avoid data
redundancy and duplication. This involves accurately
splitting, merging, comparing, and checking the model
and its functions (Shaﬁq et al., 2013).
These problems are not solely attributable to the
limitations of the technology but the inherent structure
(e.g., procurement methods and contractual arrangements)
and complex works ﬂows and procedures that have been
designed to deliver projects. However, it is outside the
scope of this paper to examine the non-technological issues
that can hinder collaboration in construction projects. For a
detailed review of the need for collaboration on construction projects, particularly from a structural, organizational,
and cultural perspectives refer to Love and Gunasekaran
(1997a, b), Holt et al., (2000), and Lloyd-Walker and
Walker (2015).
Collaborative operations in a project requires data
synchronization and management through long transactions with a model server (Weise and Katranuschkov,
2004; Nour, 2007; Counsell, 2012). A long transaction is
an extended editing operation of data, independent from
the shared data repository, which allows ofﬂine modiﬁcations and supports parallel working by involving versioning and merging of concurrently changed data. The shared
data repository on the server must be updated with any
changes as a result of modiﬁcations made in a long
transaction, such as new data instances added, deleted or
changed. This is the most important stage in managing
changes in a model collaboration workﬂow as it involves a
number of model server functions that enable comparisons,
versioning, merging and checking to be undertaken.
Timing is critical when managing a collaboration
workﬂow; if two events occur at different points in time,
then meaningful change management cannot be achieved
unless a model server is able to detect what has happened
between these periods. Thus, the issue of model
comparison becomes critical in managing changes for
server enabled collaborative working with BIMs (Shaﬁq
et al., 2013).
The analysis, interrogation and collaboration of BIMs is
generally reliant on the use of Globally Unique Identiﬁers
(GUIDs) or arbitrary geometry representations, however,
there is a tendency for both to fail in the complex situations
arising as a result of long transactions (Liebich et al.,
2010). Furthermore, support is required from the clientside application when submitting changes to the model
server, for example, to maintain object owner history, and
the consistent preservation of GUIDs. However, the
internal data storage structures of client side BIM
applications tend to be different from each other, with
limited support for database level change management
within proprietary BIM applications for server enabled
collaboration. A number of studies have addressed such
technical issues, but the understanding of model server

workﬂows and related technical solutions remains immature (e.g., Weise and Katranuschkov, 2004; Nour, 2007;
Beetz et al., 2010; Hjelseth and Nisbet, 2010; Liebich et
al., 2010).

3 Iterative change management workﬂow
of a model server collaboration
The workﬂow in a model server enabled BIM collaboration relies on an iterative bi-directional exchange of data
(i.e. ‘round trip’) in a long transaction (i.e. independent
from the server, at a local workstation, over days not
milliseconds). This includes (1) distribution/download of
the data (i.e. data check out); (2) local data manipulation
according to the user intent (i.e. model modiﬁcation);
and (3) uploading changes to the shared data repository on
the model server (i.e. data check in), as reﬂected in the
Fig. 2.
Figure 2 represents a typical workﬂow of a shared data
repository (M), exchanging a neutral subset model (Mi) in
a long transaction, which is imported into an end user BIM
tool(Si), modiﬁed (Si + 1) and then exported back into
neutral data format (Mi+ 1) . The difference of Mi and
Mi + 1 is the change set which is to be re-integrated with
the shared repository to complete the workﬂow. This
workﬂow assumes that the user is importing/exporting an
IFC model in/out of a BIM authoring program, and not just
editing the IFC via a text editor. The change management
workﬂow in a model server transactions can be explained
in three steps (Liebich et al., 2010): (1) Takeover of data
from a model server; (2) Interpretation and manipulation of
data and; (3) Update of changes to the model server.
3.1

Takeover of data from a model server

The workﬂow commences with the download/check out of
the required data to execute a design/collaboration task
(such as input for the HVAC design development). It has
been established that a complete copy of the design data
are often not required (Lockley et al., 1994; Sun and
Lockley, 1997). Thus, this step often includes determining
a subset or partial model from the data repository, which
can satisfy the information requirement for the task. This is
a separate research issue; it may be or may not be in the
scope of a model server to determine and validate the
information exchange requirements for a task. Once a
piece of data are checked out from a model server it will be
changed or modiﬁed on a local machine typically in a long
transaction, (i.e. independent from the model server
repository). Model server functions need to apply a change
management or concurrency control (e.g. version management) policy to avoid data duplication and parallel work
conﬂicts (such as data locking for an exclusive check out),
which will help to manage data changes or updates to the
shared data repository in the later steps.
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Fig. 1 Architecture of an ‘IFC model server’

Fig. 2 Iterative cycle of data exchanges for model server enabled collaboration (Adapted from Liebich et al., 2010)
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Interpretation and manipulation of data

Even with the use of an IFC model server (neutral shared
data repository), it is not practical to consider all data, on
the shared repository and on the client side, with the same
level of sophistication and semantic understanding. The
client-side applications need to transfer the IFC data into
its native proprietary format for discipline speciﬁc tasks.
The problems surrounding interoperability of neutral and
proprietary data are well known, but have only been
partially solved (e.g., Shaﬁq et al., 2012; Shaﬁq et al.,
2013). Thus, data interpretation and manipulation on the
client side often result in data loss, inaccuracies and
unexpected changes, thus making the change management
process even more complicated. Liebich et al. (2010) have
suggested that when dealing with ‘round trip’ change
management scenarios, a reliable basis for data management is the meaning of data and not the data itself.
However, the gap in determining data meaning and data
itself is the most challenging task in future BIM
developments.
3.3

Update of changes to the shared data on a model server

The ﬁnal step in the model server data ‘round trip’ is the
synchronization of changes or updates with the shared data
repository as a result of a long transaction (e.g. instances
added, deleted, replaced, edited etc.). The success of
change management depends on the quality of data
produced by the client-side applications, irrespective of
data loss or inconsistencies due to the transfer between IFC
and native data formats. However, both the existing client
side applications (BIM authoring tools), and current model
collaboration systems typically provide poor or no support
for advance data management features. Most BIM tools
generate new model instances in a new version that
contains old and new data, which cannot be used to replace
original source data on the repository as these instances
only represent a part of the whole repository (i.e., partial
models). Therefore, a model server has to be capable of
dealing with a number of changed partial models, and their
versions and variants, as the result of an iterative design
development process. In this instance, a model server must
identify what has changed between two versions of the
same data using a comparison strategy, and then apply a
merging mechanism to update the changes back into the
shared repository.
These two aspects, (1) model comparison to match two
successive model versions to recognize the latest modiﬁed
data (2) merging/update of concurrently made data
changes, are critical for the success of the whole process
of model server enabled collaboration. In the workﬂow
represented in Fig. 2, if the whole repository can be
exchanged (depending on the size and capacity of
applications involved), step 1 can also be avoided as
there will be no need for any subset data extraction.

However, in all cases model comparison and merging will
be required to manage changes for meaningful information
exchange and for the consistency of the shared data
repository.

4

Complexities in model server workﬂows

The most critical aspect of model-based collaboration is
controlling changes in concurrent workﬂows. This entails
all the complexities and technical challenges of effective
data management detailed above, making the ability for
meaningful model comparison essential to the success of
model-based collaboration.
4.1

Validation of federated models

As stated a model server needs to deal with the
concurrency of the collaboration operations as well as
with the structural and semantic integrity of the data.
Ideally, an IFC enabled model server will be hosting IFC
data from multiple sources in a federated database. A
federated BIM database consist of a number of linked but
distinct models which retain their integrity so that a change
in one component in one model will not affect the
components in the other linked models (Lowe and
Muncey, 2009). The contents of this federated database
need to be validated for semantic and structural accuracy
so that the changes or updates in the modeling environment
do not violate the consistency of shared BIM data on the
model server. The semantic correctness of modeling
content is very difﬁcult to validate due to the heterogeneous tools involved in the creation of the federated
content. Most current tools focus on geometry integration
of federated BIM content, but have generally failed to
maintain the complete structural and semantic correctness
in IFC round tripping (Van Berlo et al., 2012; Lockley
et al., 2013). The result of this situation is a lack of
assurance that the data in a federated BIM is free from
faults and errors, leading to data interpretation that delivers
incorrect results.
4.2

Post rationalization versus pre-deﬁned collaboration

The core of the change management workﬂow in a model
server environment is the process of ﬁnding the changes
and updates (model comparison) and merging them back
with the shared data repository. These are often postrationalization activities in the collaboration workﬂow
where data management systems (i.e. model servers) have
to deal with what has already happened on a set of data
with no or limited knowledge of any conditions applied to
the incoming data. In post rationalization situations,
establishing the right characteristics for determining
change is a challenging process (for example, comparing
corresponding objects in different model versions). For
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this, GUIDs are typically used in a shallow or deep tree
comparison of IFC models (Nour, 2007). Yet, this
approach has been widely criticized due to the inconsistent
persistence of GUIDS (Weise and Katranuschkov, 2004;
Kiviniemi et al., 2005; Nour and Beucke, 2008; Hjelseth
and Nisbet, 2010). These resulting inconsistent, missing,
or replaced GUIDs can potentially lead to costly calculations, and quality compromises in a round trip data
exchange.
An alternative approach is to use pre-deﬁned protocols
to manage changes and updates in model server collaborations (Liebich et al., 2010). In a pre-deﬁned approach,
model server workﬂows only use a pre-selected set of data,
and its versions, which are assigned with predeﬁned
authority and responsibility for any changes. This
approach is alleged to eliminate potential conﬂicts when
integrating changes back into the shared repository by
applying restrictions on unauthorised and unwanted
changes. Liebich et al. (2010) advocated this approach
and suggested splitting the possible changes into three
categories, which are:
1) Invariant data: A type of data that is not allowed to
change during a round trip exchange.
2) Read-only data: A type of data that is not expected to
be updated, thus issued as read-only.
3) Changeable data: A type of data that can be changed
and that is allowed to be updated in the shared repository.
Applying such restrictions to the data before starting a
data exchange cycle signiﬁcantly decreases the amount of
costly calculations in model server workﬂows. However,
predeﬁned collaboration operations require more sophisticated control mechanisms, which are absent from current
practice. The transfer from post rationalization to predeﬁned collaboration operations has the potential to greatly
improve the accuracy and quality of data collaboration in a
model server enabled environment.
4.3

Inconsistent version control

A prerequisite of an effective model collaboration process
is accurate versioning of IFC objects in the exchanged
models. Existing collaboration systems consider BIMs as
ﬁles and version them accordingly. Versioning of objects
within a model is neglected, which restricts further
processing of model content for collaboration operations.
In the IFC2x3 or IFC4 schema, there is no deﬁnition for an
actual Model (i.e., IfcModel); there is therefore no variable
that can support versioning of an ‘IfcModel’ at the model
level. Thus, there is an abstraction gap between current
BIM tools and the structural nature of IFC models. As an
alternative, object versioning is a developing approach that
applies a control mechanism to an object in a BIM, at an
attribute level, enabling conﬂict detection and change
management on objects rather than on ﬁles or models
(Nour and Beucke, 2008; 2010).
The key advantage of object level version control is the
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ability to track changes and updates through an audit trail
during data exchanges, which can greatly improve the
efﬁciency and effectiveness of model collaboration workﬂows. Existing BIM authoring tools maintain object
versioning through the GUIDs of IFC objects and
relationships. Nour and Beucke (2010) have suggested
that in practice version control merely based on IFC
GUIDs leads to inconstant results. An underlying problem
with the use of GUIDs is that they are not managed
correctly in existing BIM authoring tools and their
resulting unreliability creates more problems than it solves
for object versioning and model comparisons. Improved
version control practices are needed to overcome these
issues and provide more efﬁcient results. This could
include consideration of other metrics in addition to
GUIDs (such as geometry, topology and semantics) for
object recognition and versioning.
4.4

Granularity level of model comparison

When comparing models, a decision needs to be made as to
what granularity level the comparison will be made at, for
example Model < objects < relationships < references <
attributes < PropertySets < values. Generally, models can
be compared either using shallow or deep comparisons
(Nour, 2007). A shallow comparison only considers
mapping of primitive attributes, such as those deﬁning
geometry, and compares potential matches in two models
using their GUIDs. Deep comparison also includes
referenced attributes and compares the entire hierarchy of
the model structure. Both of these approaches use GUIDs,
which are difﬁcult to maintain and inefﬁcient (Nour and
Beucke, 2010), leading to costly and inaccurate computations. In addition, these approaches rely on the structural
properties of objects (i.e., properties that deﬁne geometry
representation) that can be used to compare and identify
differences and similarities. However, different BIM
authoring tools may have different geometric representation for the same physical object. This leads to the
following question: How can models constructed independently with different tools be compared when their
internal representations vary from that exchanged through
the IFC?
4.5

Data inconsistencies in IFC round tripping

IFC models are often composed of thousands of primitive
and referenced objects and types which are represented
differently within the internal structures of BIM tools.
Therefore, the same IFC model exported from two
different tools, can have added or deleted object types or
associated attributes. These data inconsistencies occur due
to the different internal structure of BIM authoring tools
and application imprints on the IFC model during the
round tripping process. Ma et al. (2006) identiﬁed that
such data inconsistencies can include added attributes,
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numerical precision loss, and differences in string length,
attribute value calculations, and referenced objects. In
addition, there can be schema inconsistencies caused
during the export process, as some required attributes can
be absent or lost during IFC export from a speciﬁc BIM
tool. Such data inconstancies cause problems in data
manipulation operations and yield inaccurate results.

5 Model server enabled collaboration on
BIMs: A way forward
Collaboration on BIMs using a distributed shared
repository is an iterative process involving long transactions. The information in the shared repository (i.e., Model
server) is deﬁned in terms of a moment in time and
associated versions in other moments in time, resulting in a
number of versions and variants of a shared repository
instance and discipline speciﬁc information models. The
changes in these versions can be (1) technical changes,
such as selection of a design alternative, (2) modiﬁcations
and detailing of objects as the design process precedes,
(3) changes caused by data round tripping, such as IFC
import/export.
Management of these changes involves complex workﬂows supported by computing operations which enable a
model server to handle simple and complex transitions.
Apart from the technical challenges, there are user issues
that need to be considered while managing iterative
changes. For example, if a structural engineer decides to
change the position of 4 columns, there is no predeﬁned
standard workﬂow for executing this change. The engineer
may change each column individually, leading to four
changes in the model; or may decide to change one, delete
the other three and then copy and paste the ﬁrst one three
times. This will result in one change, three deletions and
three new columns in a model, but ultimately the design
change would be the same in both cases. In such design
modiﬁcations, when exporting a new version of an IFC
model, the IFC versioning can be different, as the two
editing operations could result in different GUIDs for the
same model elements. If the objects’ GUIDs are identical,
there is clearly a match for comparison or merging (as
GUIDs are designed to be unique). However, two objects
can still constitute a comparable pair even if their GUIDs
are different. Most model comparison applications, such as
Solibri or ArchiCAD, use GUIDs to establish candidates
for comparison, and therefore fail if they are different for
two comparable objects. Tracking comparable objects
across versions is the most basic operation in managing the
workﬂows of model server enabled collaboration on BIMs.
GUIDs are helpful when tracking such changes, but there
is a need to consider other characteristics in addition, such
as location (same bounding box), containment (same
address), name, speciﬁcation, or function.
When managing changes in model server environments,

it is important to understand what types of changes are
expected in two versions that are being subjected to a
comparison process. In addition to obtaining an accurate
comparison result, the process should minimise the amount
of unwanted change notiﬁcations to the end users. Model
comparison is performed at an object level but the end
users are typically concerned about the effectiveness of the
outcome. For example, when a cost engineer runs a model
comparison, if there isn’t any change that affects cost
information, then he or she may not be interested to know
anything else that is different between the two versions of
the model.
So, in terms of managing changes in IFC models, it is
important to understand the scope of changes at an object
level, but also to consider the end user requirements
(e.g. comparing heating systems only), otherwise the
comparison process may produce accurate, but redundant
results for the end users. A practical way of thinking about
change management in the construction industry is linking
a change to its subsequent actions, such as a design change
leading to a new set of drawings or a speciﬁcation change
triggering a ‘Request for Information’. These changes can
affect the objects inside a model by changing their
position, shape, and properties. If the position and shape
of an object is changed, then it is a visible change and so
can be communicated to an end user through a graphical
representation (i.e., a door has been moved from wall A
to B).
5.1

Creating signatures for IFC objects: A way forward

The characteristics of objects can be used to create
signatures for IFC objects, which then can be used in
addition to GUIDs, to effectively compare corresponding
objects in change management process. This leads to a new
research question: “What should constitute an effective
signature for IFC objects”? It is suggested that this can be
answered by looking into the structural and semantic
characteristics of an IFC model and the type of changes an
IFC object can undergo. Fundamentally, a change can be in
an object’s position, its shape and its properties.
Position and shape are absolute, as any change in these
components will require a signiﬁcant change. Therefore,
the characteristics of an object related to its position and
shape provide an appropriate mechanism for creating
recognition signatures. For example, in an ‘IfcDoor’, the
‘IfcLocalPlacement’ deﬁnes the local coordinate system
that is referenced by all geometric representations. The
three-dimensional (3D) shape of ‘IfcDoor’ is represented
using ‘SweptSolid’, ‘SurfaceModel’, or ‘Brep’ to deﬁne
the door geometry. Most BIM authoring tools exchange
arbitrary shape extrusions in IFC, which can be used to
create a unique object signature. Moreover, the position
and shape are a way of reﬂecting an object on a drawing
and in a 3D model, which is easy to reﬂect to an end user if
there is any change. Therefore, these two components are
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compelling candidates to create a unique object signature.
However, the case with object properties is different as it
involves the degree of change that needs to be incorporated
into creating the signature.
If a method can determine the degree of importance of
IFC properties, then it can be used to create a signature
based on key properties. Hence, in terms of creating an
element’s signature, there are a number of issues that need
to be considered in the broader perspective of change and
relevance to the end user. A change or update in an object’s
properties can have multiple impacts, for example it can
affect its identity, position, shape, representation, subsequent drawings and speciﬁcations or both for the end user.
As previously noted, the position and shape related
properties of an element are strong candidates for a
signature but those remaining also need to be examined
and cannot be ignored if effective change management and
productivity improvements are to be attained, particularly
during the model comparison process. With this in mind,
future research should focus on creating object signatures
using hash codes from IFC object characteristics, as part of
a signature matching strategy, previously successfully used
in Software Engineering (Reddy and France, 2005), for
object recognition and comparison in managing model
server enabled collaboration on BIMs.

6

Conclusions

Collaboration on BIMs involves iterative and distributed
processes that make maximum reuse of the information
being exchanged directly between models in a model
collaboration environment. BIMs are subject to constant
evolution, where collaboration requires information to be
created, coordinated and exchanged concurrently and most
often in real time, allowing multiple users to manipulate
information while requiring the data to be synchronized in
a shared data repository. As the information in a BIM
grows during an iterative design and production process
and even beyond into maintenance, a critical issue is how
to manage the iterative changes as a result of the
collaboration operations and workﬂows that involves
various project participants and heterogeneous applications. Emerging practice indicates that the aspirational
single project model in a collaborative BIM environment is
not usually a single database structuring all the related
information but a combination of tightly and loosely
coupled databases (federation) linked with clear rules and
allowing controlled access to the different parts of the
information available in the federated model for collaboration operations. A central issue to the management of this
federation is an understanding of the concurrent and
iterative processes required to support and execute the
tasks involved in the operations of a collaborative BIM
environment.
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